
(b) Where agreement is reached as to pleas, the parties should discuss the
appropriate sentence with a view to presenting ajoint written submission to
the court. This document should list the aggravating and mitigating features
arising from the agreed facts, set out any personal mitigation available to the
defendant, and refer to any relevant sentencing guidelines or authorities. In the
light of all of these factors, it should make submissions as to the applicable
sentencing range in the relevant guidelines (09) ... in the course of the plea
discussion the prosecutor must make it clear to the defence that the join
submission as to sentence (including confiscation) is not binding on the c
(DI2).

(c) ... The prosecution should send the court sufficient materia 0

judge ... to assess whether the plea agreement is fair and if
justice, and to decide the appropriate sentence. It will t
decide how to deal with the plea agreement. In parti
absolute discretion as to whether or not its sentences in
joint submission from the parties" (E4 and E5~1IIl'!"""""

21. It is equally clear that no such agreement is in c ,n em 71-75 of the Serious
Organised Crime and Police Act 2005, wher le1;@tW:tl'l~ ework which
formalised the well established common la incip el ng to the advantages to a
defendant who turned, in the old fashioned p "Qu n's Evidence".

uch enthusiasm about a process by
sente e t an they otherwise deserve because

ofr'or.::2i~>t}nevide ce against those who participated in the
t;.!:ll::re!l'!>Qrin r to crimes in which they have no personal

ich tb y have provided useful
the process which provides for a reduced sentence

Lea, tl is a long-standing and entirely pragmatic
ality is that without it major criminals who should be

e ed for offences of the utmost seriousness might, and in
inly would escape justice ... the solitary incentive to

ncoura co- eration is provided by a reduced sentence, and the common
W, and f w statute, have accepted that this is a price worth paying to achieve

tn helming and recurring public interest that major criminals in
particular, should be caught and prosecuted to conviction".

What t defendant has earned by participating in the written agreement system is an
#-~-':::::~Pl>lropriate reward for the assistance provided to the administration of justice, and to

encourage others to do the same. The reward takes the form of a reduced or lesser
entence from that which would otherwise be appropriate. (see R v P; R v Blackburn

[2007] EWCA Crim 2290 at paragraph 22 and 41.)

22. It remains open to the defendant to seek the judge's view of sentence in accordance
with R v Goodyear [2005] 2 CAR 20 and the guidelines subsequently laid down for
such indications to be given in the Practice Direction (Criminal Proceedings:
Consolidation) [2002] I WLR 2070 paras IV. 45.29-IV.45.33 (as inserted by the
Practice Direction) Criminal Proceedings: Substituted and Additional Provisions
[2009] I WLR 1396. But the essential feature of that process is that the judge is

•



expressing his view. It is also open to the parties to reach an agreement about the
factual basis on which the defendant will plead guilty. This is often known as the
"agreed basis of plea". However the agreed basis of plea is always subject to the
approval of the court, and the judge is not bound by the agreement (IVAS.I 0-
IVAS.12). Neither of these processes involves an agreement between the parties about
sentence.

23. Accordingly, although the prosecution should be involved in the process by w
sentencing court is fully informed about any matters arising from the evidence
may reflect on the defendant's criminality and culpability (including, of cenrses •••.
matters of mitigation) and of any positive assistance given to the investi ating •
authorities by him, this process does not involve an agreement abou 1 vel of
sentence. Indeed, look where we may, in our criminal justice str re, a en
between the prosecution and the defence about the sentence t e il sed on a
defendant are not countenanced.

24. These principles were summarised in R v Innospec Lilii-i4:..6,t.::tiiOl1~rev
of Thomas LJ at Southwark Crown Court on 26 r

"It is clear, therefore that the SFO ca . i 0 eement under the laws
of England and Wales with an offe . alty in respect of the
offence charged ... although the sente sub 'ssion proceeded to put
forward a specific proposal e to ange as set out in the
authorities, that must hav een ca th provisions of the consolidated
criminal practice direc on I d not e ully appreciated (para 26)

The Practice Direction re the c nstitutional principle that, save in minor
matters such as 0 offe , the imposition of a sentence is a matter for
the judiciary. inciples trat sparent and open justice require a court sitting
in public' elf t to de mine by a hearing in open court the extent of the
crimin i c nduct . h the offender has entered the plea and then, on the
basi tion as to the conduct, the appropriate sentence. It is in
t er s, articularly in relation to the crime of corruption, that
altho in rdance with the Practice Direction, there may be discussion
and agr rie t as to the basis of plea, the court must rigorously scrutinise in

en co in the interests of transparency and good governance the basis of
Il'at:;m~and to see whether it reflects the public interest (para 27)

T is has always been the position under the law of England and Wales.
A.greements and submissions of the type put forward in this case can have no
effect. .. " (para 28)

. These observations accurately encapsulate the true constitutional position.
Responsibility for the sentencing decision in cases offraud or corruption is vested
exclusively in the sentencing court (or on appeal, from that court, to the Court of
Appeal Criminal Division). There are no circumstances in which it may be displaced.

26. We acknowledge that when the plea agreement in this case was concluded the
Director of the Serious Fraud Office did not have the advantage of the observations
made by Thomas LJ in R v Innospec Limited, and that when the case was opened
before Bean J, Mr. Kelsey-Fry immediately acknowledged that, in effect, the terms of



the plea agreement had gone further than they should. Nevertheless we must highlight
the kind of feature of the plea agreement which caused us concern. Paragraph 20
reads:

yJIlch an individual has
is own by the Court, in the

son co cooperate with the
plea agreement has a

'ftHs:ffi:iia\i~ocacy, and would do credit to an accomplished advocate,
in mitigation on behalfofthe defendant. It does not simply

he attention of the court to matters of potential mitigation.

"-,,,.=__fthe document (para 42) it is recorded that

, ie COUltmay conclude that, whilst the custody threshold is crossed, an
Imrnediate custodial sentence is not appropriate. In particular, the court would
act wholly within its discretion by imposing a suspended sentence of
imprisonment".

Paragraph 43 completes the text:

"The Director ofthe SFO submits that such an outcome would be wholly
consistent with the considerations of public policy attaching to this case, as
outlined in this document.

29. That is as near as telling the court not only that a suspended sentence should be
imposed, but, bearing in mind that the Director must know perfectly well that a



suspended sentence involves a sentence of imprisonment of 12 months or less, and
cannot be applied to a sentence of 13 months' or longer, it is remote from submissions
about the range of possible sentences. The consequent problem is that the appellant
himself knew what was being advanced by the Director and, as it seemed to us and
was confirmed during the submission, this created an inevitable impression on him
that the view expressed by the Director would carry far more weight than it would if it
had come simply as a submission from his own advocate, with the inevitable
consequent expectation that the court would be likely to accept it.

30. As it is, paragraph 20(1), 20(2) and 20(3) simply raise matters which wo"1ti:::RP"trp
by the court as matters of mitigation. The value ofthe defendant's early Hmissi
guilt, the considerable assistance given by him to the authorities inv . a 'ng
complex multi-jurisdictional corruption, and the public interest i ingin se c '
to justice, as well as the contribution the defendant may alrea ade an
intends to continue to make to that process is obvious. Ther . n obj . I to these
matters being recorded, if appropriate in considerable detail, in e plea ' eement:
matters of aggravation and mitigation should be record 0 not require
advocacy. We believe that since this issue was add ed B Thomas J in R v
Innospec Limited this will not recur.

31. We do however add this: in our jurisdictio ri iple of any legitimate
expectation to be enjoyed by the first person -oper with an investigating
authority, that he (or she) will be th cia 1 most favourable sentencing
outcome. Such conduct will, of c p vide substantial mitigation. But
like all features of mitigation i has be sr' he overall context of the case, the
defendant's criminality and t I fhis c pability, the circumstances in which he
came to co-operate and nt 0 c -operation. The answer to the question,
"who first co-operated?' does n ans r the separate question of the appropriate
level of sentence di co t for tha efendant.

32. The other tro e feat re the case arises in the context of the written
submission in SUlllL1Vl~\.fLlh appeal. It is said to raise a short but important point of
sentencin"6=>n"fihc.

lex multi-jurisdictional financial investigations is the important
pt . rest in encouraging putative defendants to co-operate fully with the
prosecuting authorities and to give evidence for them sufficiently recognised

he reduction of the length of a prison sentence according to the guidelines
id down in R v P and Derek Stephen Blackburn [2007] EWCA Crim 2290,

or does it, in appropriate cases, warrant the suspension of a sentence of
im prisonment?"

A little later the written submission continues

" ... Unless a "white-collar" defendant, in an appropriate case, has the prospect
of avoiding an immediate custodial sentence by fully co-operating with the
authorities the important public interest in him doing so will not be secured.
For such a defendant it is the fact of being sent to prison that matters, not the
length of the sentence ... "



33. Towards the end of the written submission we find that the court was invited

"To apply the pragmatism that has driven sentencing policy in cases where the
offender has provided full co-operation to the authorities and has given, or has
agreed to give, evidence for them and recognise that in cases of multi-
jurisdictional fraud or corruption where putative defendants are normally
businessmen of good character the only realistic incentive for such a person
entering into a section 73 SaCPA agreement is where, in an appropriat ase,
it will be open to the court to suspend the sentence of imprisonment that
offend ing warrants. "

"The only pragmatic way in which to secure the public' te
that what really matters to a "white-collar" offender' th
immediate custodial sentence rather than to mitigate the

•The submission ends:

34. Asking the question whether "in appropriate cases"
imprisonment may be warranted, as the skeleto rgu ent do
difficulties, but it begs the essential question. I a p
suspended, then that is appropriate: if it is propr'ate,
implication ofthe submission is that unless pella
cooperation from the criminal defen n t
virtually to extinction. It therefor 110
allowance for a guilty plea, an ful
a sacp A agreement a sente •.••••....u,I_.lQ.

sentence must be suspen
automatically. The sus
particular features tl
mitigation, whic

35. As the argumen ;efore us we recognised that it was more attractive than it
had see fir ading. In effect it arises from the relatively low maximum
availa e sente . a re view adopted in this case, following a guilty plea, the
se would ve been 2 years' imprisonment. The defendant would then have to

ve n I er t an 12 months, and might well have been subject to (fluctuating)
release and similar provisions. The allowance for him entering into the saCPA

n and taking on the considerable burdens involved in it, led to a halving of
the sen ce appropriate after the guilty plea. We recognise that this is not a fixed

#-~--:::--_[ltl;iff, and that there may be cases where the discount would be rather larger. The
e ct, however, is that the appellant, ordered to serve 12 months, must be released
fter he has served 6 months in custody, and again the early release provisions would

apply. What then is the difference in practice between the defendant who pleads guilty
at the first available opportunity, but does not give the co-operation and assistance
involved in the SaCPA agreement, and the defendant who takes on the full burdens
involved in being a party to such an agreement? There will still be a prison sentence,
but no more than an additional few months, say 4-5 months, in actual custody. The
consequence is that the reward for the full co-operation involved in the SaCPA
agreement is relatively small, while the burdens taken on are substantial. From the
point of view of the defendant it has nothing like the impact ofa reduction in sentence



from a 20 year sentence of imprisonment to, say, 6Yz years, so that instead of serving
10 years he will in the end serve a little over 3 years. In these circumstances Mr
Winter submitted that the reward which a defendant at the lower level of criminality
in the context of major crimes of fraud and deception, after co-operating to the extent
that the present appellant has co-operated, should not be an immediately effective
automatic sentence.

36. In order to provide guidance to sentencing courts, we acknowledge that it woul
unrealistic to ignore these considerations. We are not to be misunderstood as sa
that in circumstances like those we have outlined here, a suspended sente:nl.a:ltrl~·
always be ordered. What we indicate is that where the appropriate sente ce for •
defendant whose level of criminality, and features of mitigation, co i e with a
guilty plea, and full co-operation with the authorities investigatin majo
involving fraud or corruption, with all the consequent burdens c lying
part of the SaCPA agreement, would be 12 months' impris t or t te
argument that the sentence should be suspended is very power This r It will
normally follow. This seems to us to face the practica roduce a
pragmatic answer to the problem.

37. We emphasise the importance attached to the
appropriate guidance in cases where the ap
has nothing to do with any sentencing agree
defence. It stems from our conclusio t t
this type of case, and in the circut
That preserves the proper consti uti

has spelled out the
ten is 12 months or less. It

etw the prosecution and the
o riate way in which sentences in
utlined, should be approached.

f is case in the light of the guidance we
ded tI given all the circumstances this was an

12 months' imprisonment on the defendant to be
a sup ision requirement, and quite apart from attending

fu~pPtellant will also be required to attend the Serious
~A'Lllif''Uff~.nQ' ected, in order to fulfil the SaCPA agreement.


